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M
ost modern race engines use water for cooling, 

thanks to its excellent heat absorption and rejection 

characteristics, although in recent years there have 

been some exceptions to this rule, notably Porsche’s 

use of air cooling until the end of the 20th century. However, even 

the Stuttgart giant of endurance racing saw the advantages of water 

cooling over other methods, and the last air-cooled Porsche engine 

was phased out in 1997. 

The earliest water-cooled internal combustion engines managed 

without water pumps, relying instead on thermal siphoning to circulate 

coolant through a radiator. While there are a number of benefits to 

a thermo-syphon system – no moving parts, simplicity and water 

circulation rate linked to engine temperature – the disadvantages far 

outweigh them. These problems include, but are not limited to, the  

fact that the header tank must be located well above the engine to 

achieve good circulation, and that the coolest water enters the lower 

end of the engine and heats up on its way to the hottest parts at the 

top of the engine. However, the most important drawback, especially 

in terms of racing applications, is a generally low rate of coolant 

circulation, leading to excessive heat build-up under heavy load. 

It soon became clear to engineers that pumping water around the 

engine block was a better solution. Even so, the earliest pumps were 

not reliable, and Ford even opted to delete the water pump on the 

Model T to improve reliability and reduce costs. By the late 1920s, 

thermo-syphoning had all but disappeared from automobile engines, 

with most engines featuring a centrifugal-type water pump. From this 

point on, the centrifugal pump became the standard for automotive 

use, with the basic design remaining relatively unchanged; the 

mechanical pump found on many modern engines still bears a close 

resemblance to those found on 1930s vintage power plants. 

In the intervening years, pump designs have been refined in the 

quest for greater efficiency; however, the greatest development in 

recent times has been the emergence of electric water pumps. In the 

modern race engine the water pump is a vital component; failure can 

be catastrophic while improvements can lead to increased vehicle 

performance. This article aims to look at all the aspects of pump design 

and installation, and the new directions being taken by engineers in 

relation to increasing efficiency and performance. 

Lawrence Butcher shows how water pump design can 
contribute to overall engine performance and reliability

Keep it cool
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The mechanical water pump has long been the mainstay of vehicle cooling systems, although electric pumps are becoming more commonplace (Photo: Lawrence Butcher) 
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There are a number of pros and cons to using a mechanical pump. 

The first, and most important, is that mechanical pumps tend to be 

very reliable, especially if driven directly by an auxiliary shaft as 

opposed to a belt drive. Unless there is break in the drive system 

(which is not unknown), it is impossible to run the engine without the 

water pump being operational. This in itself is something of a double-

edged sword – although there will always be a flow of coolant, this 

may not always be desirable. 

All engines will have an optimum operating temperature, below 

or above which they will not be at their most efficient. This is where 

a mechanical pump faces the first of its disadvantages, notably that 

the pumping rate is inextricably linked to engine speed. So, while a 

pump can be optimised to provide the correct flow rate at a specific 

rpm, within the engine’s usual operating range, fluid flow and hence 

cooling can be compromised at other running speeds. This problem 

can be offset with the use of additional thermostatically controlled 

bypass valves. At certain points it can even be desirable to shut off 

pump operation completely, for example when an engine is warming 

up and needs to reach its operating temperature quickly. 

This type of operation would only be possible with 

a mechanical pump using a clutch system, adding 

considerable bulk and complexity to the drive 

design. Any such system would also remove one 

of the mechanical pumps main advantages – 

reliability through simplicity. 

Needing the engine to run to operate the pump 

can also be a disadvantage in racing situations, 

notably when circulation of coolant could be beneficial if the engine 

is not running. For example in endurance racing, where engines must 

be shut down during pit stops, the ability to continue circulating 

coolant to reduce heat soak in components would be advantageous. 

Depending on the heat rejection capabilities of the cooling system 

as a whole, mechanical pumps can also produce excessive flow rates 

at high engine rpm. One manufacturer conducted tests using a six-

Pump types
The vast majority of water pumps used in automotive 

applications are either a radial or axial flow centrifugal 

type, which are favoured because of their ability to generate 

high flow rates without producing excessive pressure levels. 

In a radial flow pump, the fluid enters at the centre of the 

impeller and is forced outwards along the vanes. The pump 

housing is shaped as a volute, which allows the energy 

transferred from the vanes to the fluid to be converted into 

pressure at the pump’s exit. Radial flow pumps have been 

used in internal combustion engines since the 1920s, and 

although their design has been constantly refined, their 

basic mode of operation remains unchanged. The real 

advances have come in terms of more efficient impeller 

designs and development of overall engine cooling systems, 

allowing for better cooling with less power loss. 

Axial flow pumps are not as widely used, mainly because they are 

better suited to generating high flow rates at lower head pressures 

and flow is along the axis of the impeller, making packaging more 

challenging. However, smaller axial flow electric pumps are often used 

for auxiliary cooling circuits. These will often have the pump motor 

sealed within the unit, removing the need for an external drive system. 

Mechanical
For many years the basic mechanical pump has been the mainstay 

of the automotive and racing industry. Most of these are radial flow 

pumps mounted externally on the engine block. On many engines 

derived from a production block, the pump will be belt-driven, 

generally using a pulley fixed to the nose of the crank. Often this belt 

will also drive other ancillaries such as the alternator of even a dry-

sump system oil pump. Alternatively, as is often the case on purpose-

designed race engines, the pump will be driven by a shaft or gear drive 

incorporated into the block architecture.

t

Most engines still use auxiliary belt drives to power pumps, but purpose-built race engines will 

often use a direct drive from the auxiliary shaft (Photo: Lawrence Butcher)

Mechanical pumps still have their 

place in racing, this particular 

example being designed 

specifically for Oval racing V8s 

(Courtesy of Holley)
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cylinder engine fitted with a standard mechanical pump, and found 

that in order to achieve sufficient cooling at idle and low engine 

speeds, the pump flowed more coolant than was necessary at higher 

rpm. Higher rpm is usually representative of higher vehicle speed, 

where more cooling air will be passing over any radiators, and thus 

heat rejection from the coolant will be far greater. The end result is 

that coolant flow requirement at high rpm can actually be lower in 

some circumstances. 

During the same research it was also found that heat rejection 

from the coolant increased linearly with flow rate, up to a point, 

beyond which any further increase in flow did not lead to greater 

cooling effect. This differs from the effect of flow velocity on heat 

rejection from the engine to the coolant, where increases in local 

flow velocity can increase rejection, while also reducing flow rate.  

It is here that compromises in pump design and selection become 

key design considerations. The pumps used in Formula One provide 

a clear example of this compromise. Only mechanical pumps are 

allowed, with electric systems banned under the regulations. A 

Formula One car has a highly efficient cooling 

system, with both water and oil playing a vital 

role in keeping an engine within safe operating 

limits. There is a constant trade-off between 

optimising aerodynamic and engine efficiency 

while still ensuring an engine can survive four 

race weekends. 

In order to achieve this, the radiators in a 

Formula One car are the subject of intense 

research and development, and are designed 

to provide enough cooling at the car’s normal 

operating speeds, and the same is true of the 

water pump. That is why it is common to see 

cars overheat if left idling, and the immediate 

presence of pit crew with ‘leaf blowers’ when 

a car comes to a stop – the cooling system is 

running outside its operating window. 

Ultimately, the cooling system is intended 

to perform at speed, thus compromising low-

speed cooling. But why do engineers not simply 

specify a pump that is capable of providing 

sufficient flow at low rpm, even if this means excessive flow at high 

rpm? There are two key reasons – loss of pumping efficiency and 

parasitic power loss. 

The first problem relates to impeller design and cavitation, 

which is covered in detail below. In essence, a pump designed to 

flow high volumes at low rpm will invariably lose efficiency and 

cavitate at very high rpm. This means the flow rate will in fact drop 

above a certain rpm, so the pumps in high-revving race engines are 

designed specifically to run at these rpm levels, sacrificing low-speed 

performance. 

The second issue, of power consumption, is even more important 

Reliable motor technology 

means that electric pumps 

are a feasible option for race 

applications (Courtesy of 

Kolbenschmidt-Pierburg)

Electric water pumps can be used as direct replacements for mechanical systems, 

with standalone controllers to govern flow rate depending on operating requirements. 

(Courtesy of Davies, Craig)

“Ultimately a Formula 
One car’s cooling system 
is intended to perform 
at speed, compromising 
low-speed cooling”
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in this age of frozen engine development (within Formula One), 

where power outputs are separated by very small margins. The power 

consumption of a mechanical pump rises exponentially with rpm. For 

example, the standard-style pump on a small-block Chevy consumes 

about 2 kW at 4000 rpm, yet at 6000 rpm it increases to nearly 10 kW. 

This relates once again to the problems of pump speed being 

directly related to engine speed – in order to optimise flow at one 

point, it will be compromised at another. Relating back to the Formula 

One analogy, if a pump was designed to flow sufficient coolant at idle, 

the parasitic power loss would be unacceptable at race speeds, so the 

pumps are ‘specced’ to provide sufficient flow at high rpm, where ram-

air cooling of the radiators plays a significant role, at the expense of 

low-rpm flow. This results in a far lower power consumption, but with 

the added complication of keeping the engine alive at low speeds. 

Despite these disadvantages, mechanical pumps still see widespread 

use in motorsport, whether it be due to regulations outlawing other 

pump types or their inherent reliability and presence on most stock-

block engines making them the preferred option. Advances in fluid 

dynamic simulation and the resulting improvements in impeller and 

casing design sees their performance continue to improve, and it is 

likely to be some time before they fall out of use entirely. 

Electrical 
In recent years electrical water pumps have begun to see action 

both in competition and mainstream automotive applications. While 

most production engines still retain a mechanical pump, large 

manufacturers – notably BMW – have begun to use electrical pumps 

in their road vehicles. While standard mechanical centrifugal pumps 

are quite sufficient in many circumstances, there are a number of 

advantages to decoupling pump operation from engine speed.

First, it is important to note that simply replacing a mechanical 

pump with an electric item is unlikely to increase engine performance; 

the pump still requires power to operate, which is generated by the 

vehicle’s electrical system. While it would be feasible to run the pump 

purely from the vehicle battery for short events, such as hillclimbs or 

sprint races, this is not practical for longer durations. Therefore, any 

electrical pump will place additional load on the alternator, negating 

or minimising any gain from removing the mechanical pump. 

However, removing the direct relationship between pump speed and 

engine speed is an advantage, and allows for potentially more efficient 

cooling of the engine. As has already been highlighted, mechanical 

pump speed is inexorably linked to engine speed, which means 

that coolant is sometimes pumped when it is not needed and not 

pumped when it is. An electrical pump, with suitable control systems, 

circumvents this problem. 

Research by one electric pump manufacturer found that the optimum 

flow rate required for a specific engine type was 88 litres per minute 

(lpm) which, when combined with the vehicle’s standard cooling system, 

was capable of providing enough heat rejection even under high loads. 

The standard mechanical pump provided this flow rate at idle, when 

there was no airflow over the radiators, yet at 6000 rpm it was providing 

more than 240 lpm flow, far in excess of that required. 

Replacing the mechanical system with an electrical pump allowed 

for the flow rate to be set optimally for all engine speeds, ensuring 

that sufficient flow was available at both idle and high rpm without 

ever providing excessive flow. Obviously this introduces an extra 

level of complexity into the engine control systems, which you don’t 

get with a ‘dumb’ mechanical pump. However, provided component 

reliability is acceptable, significant reductions in power consumption 

can be achieved. 

The benefits of electrical pumps are not limited to reductions in 

parasitic losses. All engines have an optimum operating temperature, 

and for many years the solution to keeping them at or near this 

temperature was to use a thermostat, which regulated coolant flow 

to the radiators. The use of an electrical pump means the thermostat 

can be removed, its role being replaced by varying the flow rate of 

the pump. Whereas the thermostat is normally a passive item, correct 

Where ease of maintenance is key, pump manufacturers have started to use ‘cartridge’ type 

impellers, which can be rapidly changed without removing the pump body (Courtesy of Ticona)

t

“Mechanical pumps 
still see widespread use 
in motorsport, and it is 
likely to be some time 
before they fall out of use”
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Electric pumps can be either mounted on the engine, as direct 

replacements for an original mechanical pump, or located remotely 

if space is at a premium. Those designed for replacing a mechanical 

pump will often have an adapter plate to mate to the existing pump 

connection, slightly increasing the packaging size over the original 

installation. The added installation flexibility can also benefit 

designers, especially in applications where the engine must be tightly 

packaged under bodywork. 

The latest area where electric pumps are seeing use is in KERS and 

purely electrical propulsion systems. The high charge and discharge 

rates of batteries and capacitors create heat, with most systems 

incorporating standalone cooling systems; high-output electric motors 

can also require cooling. When KERS first appeared in Formula One, 

the tell-tale signs that a team was running a system was the presence 

of additional cooling inlets and dedicated radiators. While it would 

be feasible to supply coolant from the main engine cooling circuit, 

the location of key components makes this difficult. Instead, compact 

axial-flow electrical pumps tend to be used, allowing for tight 

packaging, which is especially important given the extra requirements 

KERS places on overall vehicle design. 

While not yet commonplace, electric water pumps are growing in 

importance within the racing and mainstream automotive industries. 

The added efficiency and flexibility they can provide will no doubt see 

their use become more widespread. 

Flow dynamics and design considerations 
Years of experience, backed up by solid empirical data, show that 

centrifugal pumps are far and away the most efficient pump for 

moving coolant around an engine block. Yet, as has already been 

highlighted, issues such as cavitation can cause problems, 

especially in high-revving race engines. In most high-

end race applications the impeller and housing will be 

designed specifically to match the cooling requirement 

of a particular engine. However, in circumstances 

where a production block is the basis for an engine, it 

is likely that a standard pump, or at least a unit based 

around the OEM part, will be used. 

One of the biggest causes of inefficiency in a pump is 

cavitation, which is defined as the rapid formation and collapse 

of vapour bubbles or pockets in a liquid due to dynamic action, 

leading to the formation of cavities on the surfaces of solid 

boundaries. Unlike an air bubble, which simply disperses as 

pressure increases, a vapour bubble implodes on itself, turning from 

a vapour to a liquid. The pressure created during this implosion is 

considerable, in the region of 104 atmospheres, which can often be 

channelled in one direction, a phenomenon known as a ‘re-entrant 

micro jet’. 

If this process occurs near the surface of the impeller, the resulting 

heat and shock wave can strike the impeller, over an almost 

microscopically small area. While the energy from a single event 

control of the pump allows for dynamic alterations to coolant flow, 

based on measurement of various engine parameters. 

An electrical pump can have either a standalone controller or 

be linked directly to a vehicle’s ECU, depending on the particular 

packaging requirements. Linking directly to the ECU enables the 

existing engine sensors to be used, reducing the complexity of the 

installation. If an independent controller is used, it will generally 

feature a dedicated coolant temperature sensor linked to a pre-

programmed control unit. This unit can then vary the speed of the 

pump, or even shut it off completely, to keep the coolant temperature 

within defined limits. If the pump is controlled by the engine ECU, the 

controller will have a programmable map for pump running based on 

inputs from the engine’s sensors. 

As was mentioned earlier, endurance racing is one area where 

electric pumps have been used with considerable success. Races such 

as the Le Mans 24 Hours require cars to be shut down during fuelling, 

with pit stops taking anything up to two minutes. The use of an electric 

water pump allows coolant to remain circulating during shutdown, 

reducing heat soak in the engine and ancillary components. The other 

efficiency-related benefits of electric pumps are particularly relevant in 

endurance racing, where any reduction in fuel consumption can give 

a competitive advantage over a race distance. In years gone by, the 

reliability of electric motors would have seriously compromised their 

use in any form of racing. However, modern motors and controllers 

are sufficiently reliable to be trusted, with one pump manufacturer 

claiming a part life of more than 7000 hours. 

Further benefits can be found in terms of packaging requirements. 

Plastics are seeing far more widespread use in pump systems, often providing sufficient structural 

strength with a considerable weight reduction over alloy equivalents (Courtesy of Davies, Craig)
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complete cooling system, allowing for the optimisation of inlet and 

outlet plumbing. Although CFD now plays a major role at the design 

stage, pumps will invariably be tested on traditional flow rigs, in order 

to analyse flow and pressure characteristics. Rig testing also allows 

CFD data to be verified – a vital task given that CFD can still not be 

considered 100% reliable. 

Materials
In the past, pump housings have tended to be cast from iron or 

aluminium. The intricate shape of the housing volute makes casting 

the preferable option, with machining of such complex shapes proving 

difficult and time-consuming. The relatively low pressures experienced 

by cooling systems meant that castings were perfectly acceptable in 

terms of strength and resistance to fatigue. 

For race applications, aluminium is still the material of choice, but 

new manufacturing methods have seen casting replaced or augmented 

in high-end applications. With improvements in CFD and Finite 

Element Analysis allowing for a far greater understanding of fluid 

dynamics and structures, internal forms that are too complex to cast 

can be constructed using processes such as laser sintering, which 

carries the added benefit of facilitating the production of multiple 

design iterations. 

Rapid prototyping of cores for casting has also facilitated the 

development of more complex designs. Many electrical pumps now 

feature plastic housings, mainly constructed from Nylon 6 or similar 

polymers. Again, this construction technique allows for more complex 

forms to be achieved, while still maintaining structural integrity with 

the added benefit of lower weight. 

Pump impellers sourced from production engines tend to be 

constructed from either steel or plastics. Steel units have excellent 

durability, but cost-effective production processes rarely allow for 

is unlikely to cause damage to the impeller structure, the repeated 

occurrence of the process over time can cause significant damage 

to components. Direct damage to the impeller is not the only issue 

caused by cavitation; even when the implosions occur some distance 

from the impeller blades, significant vibrations can result, which 

ultimately can impact on component life.

Cavitation often occurs when the Net Positive Suction Head at the 

pump inlet drops below the level required to keep vapour bubbles 

from forming in the fluid. Various options are available to engineers 

to try to reduce its effect. Careful consideration needs to be given to 

the routing of pipework to the pump inlet. Any restrictions in flow, or 

excessive pressure drops, can compromise the efficiency of even the 

best pump design. 

The design of the impeller and housing is also crucial, and dictates 

the pump’s flow characteristics. In general, an impeller with blades 

that have an angle closer to a tangent with a circle at the shaft centre 

will have less tendency to cavitate than one with blades angled further 

from tangent. The specific shapes of the volute and inlet and outlet 

routing also have an impact. 

The final solution is to increase coolant pressure. At normal 

atmospheric pressure, water has a boiling point of 100 C, but if 

pressure is increased the boiling point will rise. While all coolant 

systems are pressurised, increasing the pressure can reduce the 

chance of pump cavitation, giving less chance for harmful vapour 

bubbles to form. Unfortunately this is effective only up to a point, 

and if pressure is increased too far, other components such as seals 

and pipe work will begin to suffer. Ultimately a pump designed for 

a specific application will invariably be optimised for the particular 

engine requirements, with the shape of the volute and impeller being 

dictated by the desired flow requirements at a particular engine rpm. 

Simulation
As with nearly every area of racecar construction, advances in 

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) have seen water pump designs 

become more efficient. The dynamics inside a water pump are in 

fact exceptionally hard to model accurately, and it is only recently 

that software has been developed to study complex designs. The key 

difficulty is due to the impeller blades moving relative to stationary 

parts of the pump. In the past, engineers have tended to simulate 

one blade of the impeller in isolation, due to the high demands the 

calculations placed on computing resources. 

New techniques and advances in computer processors now allow 

for entire pump assemblies to be modelled. One CFD specialist 

has achieved this by creating an algorithm based on a steady-state 

computing model, where each impeller blade is a separately rotating 

zone that interacts with the pump body at predetermined data transfer 

points. In comparison to moving or sliding mesh models, this method 

is said to provide accurate simulation without the need for high-end 

computing power. 

The power of modern CFD allows for different iterations of impeller 

and housing design to be rapidly tested, with potential problems such 

as pressure drops or cavitation being identified before production. 

On a wider scale, the pump can also be assessed as part of the 

Pump impellers can also be constructed in plastics. This particular example is  

moulded from Fortron PPS, which is stable up to 140 C (Courtesy of Ticona)

t
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contact with the sealing face, and one manufacturer found that this 

was the source of a number of the problems. The same company has 

now created an elastomer lip seal that has sufficient durability to be 

of practical use in a race engine environment. Despite their cost and 

complexity, however, mechanical seals are still the norm. 

Conclusion
As is the case with so many automotive components, water pump 

design has not seen any huge leaps in development over the past 50 

years; instead, incremental improvements have steadily increased 

their efficiency. While it could be argued that electric pumps 

represent a quantum leap, the actual internal operation of the system 

remains largely unchanged from that found in the 1950s. 

What has been achieved is the removal of some of the 

compromises engineers had to accept with mechanical systems. This 

again reflects the common trend seen throughout development of the 

internal combustion engine, where small increases in efficiency all 

contribute to an improvement in performance. 

With the increase in hybrid and purely electrical propulsion 

systems, it is likely that the humble water pump will still be around 

long after the demise of the internal combustion engine in racing. 

As battery and storage technology advances, the levels of power 

produced and the consequent need for advanced cooling systems will 

still create a demand for coolant pumps.

highly refined shapes, often limiting the ultimate efficiency of the 

design. As is often the case with mainstream automotive components, 

cash is king and cost savings will invariably be chosen over ultimate 

performance. 

The use of plastics allows for more complex impeller shapes to be 

created, although durability can sometimes be questionable. It is not 

unheard of for OEM plastic impellers to become detached from their 

shafts, as was the case when some manufacturers used a plastic called 

Durethan, which was only stable to 100 C. However, the increased use of 

materials such as PEEK (Polyether Ether Ketone) and PPS (Polyphenylene 

Sulfide) has seen reliability improve, thanks to better chemical resistance 

and stability up to temperatures in the region of 250 C. 

Most high-performance pumps intended for competition use 

generally retain impellers made from either aluminium, steel or – in 

the most extreme cases – titanium. The use of advanced five-axis 

machine centres allows for exceptionally intricate designs to be 

created, allowing engineers to fully exploit CFD-led development 

paths, which would not be practical for mass-production components. 

One area often overlooked is the sealing of the interface between 

the impeller shaft and pump body. The most common seal types are 

mechanical face seals, constructed from multiple components and 

incorporating a rigid body, spring bellows and ceramic seals. This creates 

a complicated and relatively substantial sealing system which, while 

feasible on a mass-production scale, represents a considerable outlay 

in both design and cost resources if used for bespoke applications. They 

do, however, provide excellent sealing properties and can withstand the 

harsh temperature and pressure environment in which they reside. 

PTFE-based radial lip seals have also seen use in water pump 

applications, although their design is not entirely suitable. One 

problem with this seal type stems from the lack of coolant/lubricant 

around the seal. Rising temperatures around the lip of the seal can 

lead to the formation of silicates on the tip, which in turn act as 

abrasives and degrade the performance of the seal. In an application 

such as a high-rpm Formula One engine, the pump shaft speed can 

exceed 10,000 rpm, so any abrasion to the seal will cause a rapid 

failure. This seal type usually uses a spring garter to keep the lip in 

SOME EXAMPLES OF  
WATER PUMP SUPPLIERS

AUSTRALIA
Davies, Craig PTY 
+61 3 9369 1234 www.daviescraig.com.au

GERMANY
Kolbenschmidt Pierburg AG 
+49 7132 330  www.de.kspg.com

USA
Adams Performance Pumps 
+1 704 663 1905 www.adamspumps.com  
Aerospace Components Inc. 
+1 727 347 9915 www.aerospacecomponents.com
C.A.T. Power Engine Parts 
+1 626 321 0708 www.catpep.com
Ed Pink Racing Engines 
+1 818 785 6740 www.edpink.com
Jones Racing Products 
+1 610 847 2028 www.jonesracingproducts.com
Meziere 
+1 800 208 1755 www.meziere.com 
Milodon 
+1 805 577 5950 www.milodon.com
Moroso 
+1 203 453 6571 www.moroso.com
Stewart Components 
+1 906 789 2816 www.stewartcomponents.com
Tuff Stuff Performance Accessories
+1 216 961 1800 www.tuffstuffperformance.com 
Weiand             
-   www.holley.com
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Improvements in CFD systems now allow pump flow 

dynamics to be modelled accurately. Due to the complex 

nature of the relationship between the impeller and 

static pump housing, reliable simulation often requires 

considerable computing power (Courtesy of Fluent)
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